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Choosing between Heaven and Hell isn't as easy as it seems, especially when angels hunt you

down and demons save your sorry derriÃƒÂ¨re. After nineteen years of being treated like a time

bomb by the witches who raised her, Lily Star Morgan tries her luck in the human world. She

doesnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t fit in, but sheÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s determined to stay, and her decision pays off when

gorgeous strangers lead her into a world she never knew existed. A world where she feels she may

belong, despite the fact that some would stop at nothing to see her dead.  Roth doesn't know what

to do with his young, innocent mate, who was raised in the dark about everything she needs to

know. Enlightening her about the lies and betrayals woven around her isnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t an option, nor

can he inform her of the history binding them together; for now, all he can do is attempt to keep her

alive. Although every day with her might just bring him closer to madness.Little Morning Star is a

New Adult paranormal romance verging on Urban Fantasy. Temporarily reduced.
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The best urban fantasy I've read this year!You do not want to miss this one. It has danger, romance,

humor and more! The main character is a sassy little nobody who just wants to be left alone. Her

world goes on a tale spin when she meets the mysterious Ash and Raven. And when her world

couldn't get any more complicated, the sexy Roth, that she is instantly attracted keeps popping up.I

thoroughly enjoyed this book and can't wait until the next one comes out!

Little Morning Star has some of the cleverness of Neil Gaiman's and Terry Pratchett's Good Omens,

with it unusual pre-history and Supernatural critters. Ms. Sage as also included 'Gods' that Giorgio

Tsoulakos and the Ancient Aliens crowd would giggle at and love this book to death! I could truly

recommend it to both the Gaiman and Pratchett crowd and to the Ancient Alien group for the sheer

fun of the book.Lily, a young college student and witch finds out that she is more than she could

possibly imagine. And yet, with all the unearthly and supernatural things springing up around her,

including a Duke of Hell and a hell hound shifter, she still is grounded in reality. No matter what she

is hit with, she still tries to find a logical explanation for everything, even the first two monkeys who

evolved into humans. Her attraction to the Duke of Hell, her reactions to what she feels like his

rebuffs and her emotions at being dragged from the life of a poor and orphaned student into the

world of Supernaturals who have lived and invested for thousands of years are truly believable. Very

well done, Ms. Sage, very well done!As a Wiccan myself, I love that Lilith makes an

appearance.Azaroth, a Duke of Hell, who prefers to go by Roth, cannot believe he is tied to Lily!

She's his mate, a mate he was tricked into having. Every instinct says to protect her, those instincts

that don't want bed and wed her immediately! But in his world, she is still a minor. He may be a

demon, but he isn't a pervert. So, while he arranges bodyguards and teaches her how to protect

herself, he mentally counts down the days until he can have her. His simmering frustration at living

up to his angelic morals can only be called adorable. Ms. Sage's descriptions of that frustration

makes the reader feels as if they own it!Ash, a hell hound shifter who melts when he looms over her

in his hound shape and she calls him a ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“good dog.ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• He is more of a

Labrador Retriever in human form than a Hell Hound. Ash is constantly rolling the affection he gets

from his charge, Lily and the love he gets from Raven. He is as deeply protective as that breed as

well.Raven is Nephilim, her father being a dark-winged angel, which Angel I won't tell, but it is a big

reveal and saved until the very end.. She is more human than angelic and at times just a tad

devilish in a good way.I list the characters because they make the story roll along with witty

dialogue, internal and external that I can only attribute to May Sage's sly sense of humor. I can see

her tongue firmly planted in her cheek as angels end up being the bad guys and the demons being



the good. Angels want Lily dead, while Demons and their hosts want Lily where she belongs on the

Throne of the Heir.Ms. Sage use of language made me giggle, snort, SNARF and outright laugh.

Which is why I highly recommend it to fans of Good Omens and The Godhunter Series. I also

recommend it to anyone who enjoys a little laugh with their apocalypse.

A thoroughly entertaining and addicting read!Little Morning Star blends urban fantasy and

paranormal exceedingly well. From the first page you are drawn into the enrapturing story filled with

sass, excitement, action and hot-as-hell (pun intended) attraction.The character development is

utterly flawless and you'll find yourself going between cheering on the characters and yelling at your

kindle.The plot was utter perfection and gripping and left your emotions on an extreme roller coaster

ride that just wouldn't stop.If you ever wanted to take a chance on a book and love strong sassy

characters and delightful humor mixed with lore and action, this is the book to read!The only

question I have left is: where's book two?

There was a lot of hype on my Facebook about this book, so I was please to see the story matched

my expectations. Basically, I love it! Lily is my heroine of the month. She's fun and real. All the

characters are so fun to read and the world building was exceptional. I highly recommend this to

anyone who enjoys urban fantasy and good books in general.

I picked up this book and literally could not stop reading it! Lily always thought she was an orphan

witch, left with her mother's friends to be raised. Now she's at college away from home and

everything is changing fast. See what happens as she makes her first real friends and meets the

man of her dreams! I can hardly wait for the next book in this series!

A fascinating world and characters who are interesting. No eds some editing as there were a lot of

incorrect words and incorrectly spelled words.

This was recommended by someone as an interesting twist on demons and angels, and other fun

facts like how shifters evolved. I love books where I find myself liking characters that you would

normally say "nope, not going to happen". In this one, I find myself rooting for the demons over

angels. Really? Although as explained, they are not necessarily angels of old, but beings that found

themselves bored and decided to manipulate animals into superior beings. Definitely a slightly

different take from the normal demons and angels books I've read.If you like paranormal, you will



probably like this one. Aside from a few grammatical mistakes, the book was really fun and

engaging. Some romance, some angst, a potential for war, and characters that you'll either like or

hate. I liked Ash from the beginning, and although I find Roth to be an old soul and definitely a bit

much for Lily, he's growing on me. Interestingly enough, I may be more interested in Raven and

Ash's relationship over Lily and Roth, but I'll continue the series either way.

I had been looking for a good paranormal romance and got maybe 20 pages into a half dozen other

books before getting bored. This book, on the other hand, kept drawing me back in and reading way

too late into the night. Like, 2 AM on Thanksgiving night!Well done and an easy read. Funny,

sassy... nice twists, turns and surprises.I will definitely be going through this author's other books

since most of other offerings in this category pale in comparison.
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